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THIS ENTIRE SCOPE OF WORK FALLS UNDER SOURCE TYPE 6265 

PROJECT UNDERSTANDING 
Post-tensioned (PT) structures have been used in the United States for over 50 years, and their overall perfonnance has been 
very good. Typical post-tensioning systems consist of several key components including either high strength threaded bars 
or prestressing strands, metal or plastic ducts, and a corrosion protection system typically consisting of either cementitious 
grout or corrosion: inhibiting grease. FOi' bridge structures, the most common system consists of prestressing strands in metal 
ducts filled with a cementitious grout. 

·, 

Jn recent years, concerns related to PT corrosion have been raised in a small number of bridges, most notably in Florida and 
Virginia, where investigations have linked strand corrosion to grout voids and poor detailing. The grout voids, which 
typically occur due to the improper grouting procedures and materials used during construction, allow air, moisture, and 
other contaminants to come into contact with the prestressing strands, resulting in corrosion. Over time, corrosion can lead 
to wire or strand failure resulting in a loss of post-tensioning force, and therefore, reduced serviceability or member 
capacity. 

lndustry response to these issues resulted in: I) inspection of PT bridges, using non-destructive techniques or minimally 
invasive techniques; 2) remedial grouting of grout voids; and 3) updated PT specifications from the Departments of 
Transportation (DOTs) and other trade organizations (i.e. American Segmental Bridge lnstitute [ASBI] and Post-Tensioning 
lnstitute [PTI]) with a focus on material performance and long term durability. 

Jn addition to the previously mentioned concerns, the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) and Sika Corporation, lnc. 
(Sika) identified 34 bridge projects across the United States as having grout with possible elevated chloride content. The 
grout in question was SikaGrout 300 PT which was produced at the Sika Marion, Ohio plant from November 2002 to March 
2010. The FHW A list includes three State projects (I-35W, Saint Anthony Falls Bridge project in Mhmeapolis; the Wakota 
Bridge project in South St. Paul; and the I-35W/Hwy 62 Crosstown project in Richfield). Sika retained Simpson Gumpertz 
& Heger (SHG) and Dr. Andrea Schokker from the University of Minnesota- Duluth (UMD) to assist with the assessment 
of grout conditions at each of the 34 bridges. Jn 2012, Contractor assisted State with the assessment of segmental concrete 
box girder bridges that were constructed as part of the I-35W, Wakota, and Crosstown projects. Results of the SGH and 
Contractor assessments identified grout with elevated chlmide content levels. Testing related to chloride laden grout and its 
impact on corrosion was perfonned at UMD and FHW A. Finally, corrosion probes and additional materials testing have 
been discussed in order to determine the long-term impact of the elevated chloride levels. 

The purpose of this project is to: I) inspect for grout voids; 2) fill any grout voids using remedial grouting techniques (i.e. 
vacumn grouting, vacuum assisted grouting, and/or pressure grouting); 3) install corrosion sensors in two tendons; 4) 
develop guidelines to more readily us.e this approach in future repairs; and 5) identify unit costs/time requirements for 
similar investigation/repair projects. While vacuum grouting is specifically identified as the sole means of filling the grout 
voids, Contractor understands that grout voids vary in size, length, and in some cases are discontinuous; therefore, one or 
more techniques are sometimes required to properly fill the grout voids. 

This scope of work includes half of one bridge; Spans 3 and 4 of Bridge 02037W. Additional inspection and/or grouting 
repair work will be performed in adjacent spans as time pennits, and depending on differences between actual and projected 
rates of production. Contractorunderstands that coordination with State is critical to successful completion of the project. 
For clarity, the following provides a briefsmnmary of the work that that will be required for this project: 

1. Review Plans- Contractor will identify tendon location, tendon depth and areas with the highest potential for grout 
voids. , 

2. Inspection - Contractor will locate internal tendons using ground penetrating radar (GPR). Using the utmost 
precaution, Contractor will drill a 1" diameter hole into concrete using a drill with a depth indicator. Then, 
Contractor will open the duct using a screw driver or hole saw, inspect the grout ~nd strand conditions, and 
document these conditions using a videoscope and field notes. If no grout voids are present, fill drill hole with repair 
material. Note that the strand condition will be evaluated based on the acceptable standards established by PCI. 
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3. Vacuum Grouting- If grout voids are present, Contractor will install valve and fill the grout void using remedial 
grouting techniques. Contractor will document air and groui volume during grouting operation and install additional 
grouting ports, if required, to facilitate vacuum assisted grouting or pressure grouting. 

4. C01·rosion Sensors-At two tendons deemed to have a high risk for corrosion, .Contractor will install probe sensors 
to measure corrosion conditions. The proposed corrosion probes use an exemplar section of prestressing strand to 
access corrosion. If corrosion begins, the time-to-failure of the exemplar strand can be extrapolated to the tendon's 
prestressing strands. 

5. Reporting- Contractor will provide a summary repmt to document the inspection and vacuum grouting repair work 
perfmmed. In addition, Contractor will develop a separate report/manual containing detailed guidelines for the 
future assessment and repair of similar structures which have been identified by State. These guidelines will provide 
State with a framework to solicit and procure similar engineering and construction services contracts for these 
additional bridges. The guidelines will be developed considering infmmation gained in the work, Contractor's 
previous experience, and information obtained from the plans of two exemplar bridges identified by State, which 
will likely be targeted for future work of this kind. The guidelines will include unit cost and time values for typical 
bridge types. These unit values will be developed considering the investigation techniques, repair techniques, and 
other generalized project guidelines which are applicable. Contractor envisions that different values will be created 
based on differing access and MOT conditions, and the extent of required inspection and grouting activities for the 
identified bridges. The report/manual will be prepared in compliance with State's requirements and guidelines for 
research reports. 

WORK PLAN -INVESTIGATION 
It is anticipated that Contractor will deliver the final work plans in April 2013, perform the inspection, repair, and 
instrumentation work in May 2013 and submit the report in June 2013; For this Contract, Contractor has assumed that one 
mobilization with be required to complete the work. Contractor also assumes that all of the work can be performed by one 
(Contractor) engineer, three VSL technicians, and a focal materials testing firm. 

Corrosion Monitoring 
While the inspection and repair portion of this project is relatively straightforward, the sensor installation is somewhat 
unique. Health monitoring of PT tendons is relatively new with most sensors attempting to monitor acoustic emissions, 
temperature, relative humidity, or corrosion activity inside the duct. Initially, Contractor has identified two sensors/probes 
that may be useful for this project: 1) nanoCorr Coupled Multielectrode Array Sensor (CMAS) by Corr Instruments (i.e. 
con·osion rate sensors); or 2) C-probes by Graeme Jones (i.e. corrosion potential sensors). Instrument information will be 
collected by a data logger on the bridge. Since electrical power is not readily available at the bridge at this time, the data 
logger will be battery powered. Contractor has recommended that the data logger be mounted to the bridge inside a National 
Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA) Type 4 or 6 enclosure. When refining the work plans below, Contractor will 
work with State to identify and procure the final corrosion sensor/probe selection and enclosure locations. Note, Contractor 
has reconnnended that the enclosure locations be selected, where possible, to avoid the need for MOT or access equipment 
which is not readily available to State bridge.inspectors. 

Remedial Grouting Techniques 
Any voids found in the PT ducts will be filled with zero-bleed prepackaged grouting material using numerous grouting 
techniques depending on which one is most suitable for the void conditions. Prior to filling the voids, vacuum testing will be 
perfonned in order to determine the most appropriate grouting method. Practically, if a void can sustain a vacuum pressure 
of 22 in-Hg or highei", the vacuum grouting method can be applied. This method allows grouting operations to be performed 
one drilled hole. When a large void or empty tendon is identified, the pressure grouting method may be preferred. This 
method requires at least two access holes. 

In the event that the void cannot sustain a vacuum pressure of22 in-Hg, vacuum assisted grouting may be applied. Vacuum 
assisted grouting is a combined grouting method utilizing both pressure grouting and vacuum grouting techniques. This 
method requires two access holes per void. Grout is pressurized into one access hole while air in the void is vacuumed out 
of the other access hole. The advantages of this combined technique include eliminating any potential air pockets in the 
void, evacuating most of the water in the void (when present), and pre-determining the void volume. 
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Prior to starting work, Contractor will review the available bridge plans. Contractor will coordinate their investigation 
activities and schedule with State. Finally, Contractor will make any necessary modifications or additions to the work plans 
below based on ongoing discussions with State. Modifications/additions could be the selection of different access · 
equipment, use of specific MOT equipment, modification to the selected grout or repair materials, etc. 

Mobilization/Demobilization 
The (Contractor) engineer (Mark Chauvin) and the materials testing representative (Mr. Green) are local to the Minneapolis 
area and require no mobilization/demobilization. Contractor's mobilization/demobilization includes Mr. Green's initial site 
visit, travel expenses for Contractor's full-time project engineer, and shipping of the GPR and field equipment. VSL 
technicians are from Springfield, Virginia and will drive their equipment (tiuck, trailer, basic MOT equipment, generators, 
borescope, repair materials, etc.) to/from Minneapolis. 

Projected Work Plan 
The following provides information about Conti·actor's general approach to the investigation, repair, and instrumentation at 
Bridge 02037W. 

Bridge 02037W is a four span structure that carries two lanes of ti·affic over University Avenue and MN 610. A previous 
investigation by UMD and VSL identified grout voids which resulted in a recommendation for further assessment. The 
bridge is 600 feet long and 49 feet wide with four longitudinal cells and five webs. Single cell access is provided by a hatch 
door located in the bottom slab of each span. VSL or State will provide MOT to access Span 3. For Span3 (east-center 
span), a lane closure will be required at the University Avenue entrance onto MN 610. For Span 4 (east span), no ti·affic 
control will be required as Contractor will access the bridge from pipe scaffolding erected over the sloped pavement by the 
abutment. VSL will provide access to Spans 3 and 4 via the scaffolding and a 40 foot scissors lift. Since we consider these 
conditions non-permit required confined space, Contractor will monitor interior air quality prior to entering the boxes and 
during the course of the work using calibrated air monitors: Prior to slatting work, Contractor will notify the local fire 
depaitment to make them aware of our work and discuss means of access in the event of a safety rescue. 

After gaining access to the bridge interior, Contractor will locate and mark the internal tendons using the existing plans and 
GPR. VSL will drill 1" diatneter holes at the marked locations and open the duct using a screwdriver or hole saw. 
Contractor will document the location and grout/strand conditions. At locations where no grout voids ai·e observed, the hole 
will be filled with Hilti HY150 MAX. At typical locations where grout voids are observed, Contractor will install a PVC 
valve and used for remedial grouting. However, at locations selected for corrosion instrumentation, Contractor will install 
the c01rosion probe; repair the opening that was required for installation; install the required cabling, data logger, modem 
and enclosure; test the installation prior to and after grouting. I 

All grout material will be field.tested using reconnnendations from the PTI Grouting Guide Specification (i.e. temperature, 
flow cone testing, mud balance, etc.). After testing the grout material, Contractor will document the volume of air that is 
removed by the vacuum pump and VSL will re-grout all tendon voids. The grout volume injected into each void will be 
measured and compared to the void air volume. A minimum of 10 percent of the voids repaired by vacuum grouting will be 
verified using at least one additional 1 inch diatneter drill hole. This process will help to verify that the entire length of the 
observed void has been repaired. After completing the remedial grouting, the PVC valve will be removed and the PVC pipe 
nipple will be cut flush with the face of concrete. The pre-bagged grout material that we initially propose is BUCO PTX 
cable grout or Masterflow 1205. 

For this bridge, Contractor assumes three tendons per web. This results in a total of90 high point inspection locations and 
30 anchor inspection locations. Note that at the tendon high points, we are going to install a drill hole at each side of each 
pier. At the anchors, Contractor will drill into the web wall approximately 4 feet from the bearing plate. 

Only 60 high point inspection locations are present in the revised work area ofonly Spans 3 and 4. Also, 18 of these 
locations have already been inspected. Contractor has estimated that it will take four days to drill and inspect the remaining 
42 locations. Assuming that Contractor observes grout voids at 25 percent of the tendons, remedial grouting operations will 
take an additional six days. 
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PROJECT DELIVERABLES 
Contractor will produce the following: 
1. Three copies of the detailed work plan. 
2. A letter report for 02037W, including the following: 

a. A description of the bridge and narrative of overall condition. 
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b. fuspection opening locations and observations, including void sizes, locations and photographs. 
c. A summary of all re-grouting activities including the volume of grout that was installed. 
d. re-grouting verification opening observations. 
e. Co11'osion sensor locations, as well as methods to collect and monitor the resulting data. 

3. Draft, Appmved and Final Research Rep01t/Manuals, containing general guidelines, comments and unit cost/time 
values for the futme assessment and repair of similar bridge structmes identified by State. 

Quality Management Plan (QMP) 

Intent of the QMP 
Contractor's QMP describes policies, programs, organizational responsibilities, procedures, and the means of ensuring that 
all items of the work are in conformance with State's requirements and industry standards. Contractor's QMP requirements 
that are relevant to this solicitation are summarized below. 

Philosophy of the QMP 
I. Quality is advocated by all team members. 
2. Quality is achieved by adequate planning, scoping, communication, coordination, supervision, and technical direction. It 

is also achieved by proper definition of job requirements and procedmes, the use of appropriately skilled personnel, and 
by individuals perfo1ming their work carefully. 

3. Implementing quality processes thmughout the project will avoid costly errors and delays. 
4. Quality is controlled through documented reviewing and checking procedures. 
5. Quality is assured by review of the quality control processes and documentation. 

List of Requirements 
1. Contractor and VSL management support the QMP. 
2. The QMP is flexible enough to accommodate all of the required tasks. 
3. Project personnel will be trained to use relevant quality control procedures. 
4. Project personnel will perform reviews and document those reviews throughout the project. 
5. Significant project decisions will be documented. 
6. Quality assurance will be provided by reviewing the quality control process and documentation. 

Responsibilities 
1. Project Manager (PM): The primruyresponsibility for technical quality lies with Contractor's Project PM. The PM is 

selected based on the experience necessruy to successfully execute the scope of work. They are responsible for 
assembling project teams that can handle the project's technical demands. The PM maintains day-to-day contact with 
team members and subcontractors. He/she will be responsible for organizing the work in the most cost-effective maimer 
and seeing to it that agreed-upon budgets and schedules are followed. He/she will also maintain a day-to-day contact 
with the client to assure that expectations are met and any quality issues are resolved quickly and satisfactorily. Mr. 
Mark Chauvin is the PM for this project. 

2. Project Advisor (PA): As part of Contractor's quality management procedmes, a PA has been assigned to this project. 
He/she will be empowered to act independent of the PM when perfo1minghis duty. A PA's role is to supplement the 
pmject team in one or more areas where Contractor feels additional expertise is needed. Therefore, they must have 
significant expertise in the relevant practice areas. In most cases, PA contributions are expected to be limited to overall 
advice, guidance, and review of work product. However, participating in more of a production role (e.g., preparing 
rather than, or in addition to, reviewing products such as calculations, letters, drawings, etc.), would be permitted, 
provided their work product receives appropriate independent review as well. Mark Moore is the PA for this pmject. 
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3. Grouting "Main Person in Charge" (GMPC): The GMPC is responsible for all access, MOT, inspection, and in 
particular, re-grouting activities. He/she must have over five years of experience with the inspection and grouting of 
post-tensioned structures. He/she must also have over two years of experience with grout repairs and have a grouting 
certification from ASBI or a comparable training course. 

4. Project Team Members: Project team members must be qualified for the project assigmnent; be able to produce the 
required work product; request reviews; and addresses any resulting comments. Each team member's relevant training 
will be kept on file for State's use. In particular, ASBI ce1tifications for Messrs. Clyde Ellis, Bruce Osborn, and Hank 
Kannigiser will be kept on file. National Bridge Inspection Standard (NBIS) certifications will be kept on file for 
individuals perfonning more general inspection work. 

5. Reviewers: Reviewers are responsible for completing reviews of work product in accordance with company policy. 
6. Unit Managers (UM): Each PM works within a unit that is managed by a UM. Mr. B1ian Pashina is the UM for 

Contractor's Minneapolis, Minnesota office. The UM has the following responsibilities: 
a. Oversight of project team development. 
b. Reviews adherence to QMP. 
c. Mentors/trains his/her staff on Contractor's quality assurance policies. 

7. Director of Technical Operations: The Director of Technical Operations is responsible for assuring Contractor's 
technical work product and client service are consistent with Contractor's core values. He/she is also responsible for 
setting company policies for technical quality and work product review. 

8. Resources: Procedures are in-place from project inception to completion, and are closely tied to Contractor's 
organizational philosophy, which calls for the "right" person to be assigned to each project. Every Contractor 
assigmnent is conducted by a carefully selected project team. The team is comprised of a PM and the technical and 
support staff members necessary to meet the requirements of the project. All team members have quality assurance 
responsibility. 

Technical Document Review Process 
1 .. Job Initiation Forms: A job initiation form is required at the beginning of each project through Contractor's 

Deltek-Vision software package and is the first step in Contractor's QMP. Once the scope of work and client 
expectations for a particular project have been identified, the individual who originated the form recommends a PM 
and PA. The form is then routed to the recommended PM's UM who is required to sign-off on the PM and PA 
assigmnents. The UM is encouraged to review the scope of work with the PM in order to assure we have identified 
and assigned individuals with the requisite experience and time availability to meet both project and QMP 
requirements. 

2. PA Program: Contractor's PA program is a key element ofour overall QMP. The PA is charged with verifying 
compliance to quality throughout a project, and will be empowered to act independently of the PM when 
performing this duty. A PA's role is to supplement the project team in one or more areas where the assigning 
manager feels additional expertise is needed. Therefore, they must have significant expertise in relevant practice 
areas. 

Checking Procedures 
Contractor's checking procedures describe the coordination and executable activities for the PM, PA, UM, and projectteam 
staff. The quality assurance plans as outlined herein are developed to satisfy Contractor's core values for quality, but may be 
modified on a project-by product basis to satisfy specific client requirements. When enhancements to these plans are 
necessitated by project-specific needs, they will be clearly outlined in a written pla:n at the beginning of a project. 

Quality control is assured through a consistent technical review and checking process. This is standard practice on all 
Contractor projects. Contractor has an inherent responsibility for their recommeudations and work product. The general 
responsibilities and authorities for coordinating and conducting design reviews were described above. In general, the review 
and modification process for Contractor's work product is described by Figure 1, shown below. 
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Review Procedures for Job Related Documents: Where project work includes preparation of proposals, reports, 
calculations, drawings, specifications, letters, e-mail, or other documents, the PM is responsible for assuring that these 
documents are thoroughly reviewed in accordance with our review procedures for job-related documents. All final reports 
will be submitted in Adobe pdf format in order to facilitate State's Document Control. All field notes, photographs, draft 
and final reports, and other techni9al documents will be stored for a minimmn of seven years after final project closeout. 
Contractor will submit draft reports in order to demonstrate that the reports have received adequate and appropriate review. 
In addition, Contractor will incorporate State's comments, as appropriate, prior to finalizing their report. 

If errors are identified during the review process, Contractor will implement corrective and preventative actions. Corrective 
actions include discussing the items of concern with the appropriate persollilel and implementing the necessary changes. 
After implementing the necessary corrections, Contractor will implement the steps required to eliminate the concern from 
occun·ing again (i.e. preventative action). 

Reports, Letters, Proposals and Significant Correspondence: All written documents conveying results of Contractor's 
work will be prepared by or under the direction of the PM; and will bear the appropriate signatures. The subject matter of all 
documents in this category must be reviewed by one or more persons with appropriate expe1tise. The identities of all 
reviewers must be recorded in the final electronic version of each document. If the final version of a report is assembled 
using Adobe software; reviewer names can be recorded in the Keywords box using Adobe's Properties feature. In general, 
conclusions, opinions, recommendations and other significant information provided to State are to be commuoicated via 
paper or electronic documents. However, on rare occasions, it may be appropriate to provide such items in the body of an e
mail. When this is done, the e-mail content must be reviewed as described above, and saved in Contractor's project files. 
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Specifications, Drawings and Calculations: Specifications, drawings, and calculations that are prepared in support of 
contract documents shall be prepared by or under the direction of an appropriately registered professional, who is in 
responsible charge of the work and who is so designated by the PM. All contract document content is to be reviewed by one 
or more persons with appropriate expertise. In addition to a review of the general approach; rigorous checks of notes, 
section designations, dimensions, cross references, etc. is warranted. Reviewers will be identified within the documents they 
reviewed. For drawings and calculations, reviewers will be identified by first initial and last name in the designated spaces. 
Where drawings do not have a title block or other space for recording the author and/or reviewer a pdf record of each 
drawing will be created, with author/reviewer information recorded in the Properties area as described above. For 
specifications, reviewers are to be identified in the Properties area of the document as described above. Calculations that 
will be submitted to a client or third party shall be checked by a professional competent in the subject area, and signed in the 
designated areas. Review procedures for other calculations are as required by the PM. 

Responsibility of Reviewer: Except in special circumstances, reviewers are selected by the PM. Reviewers are expected to 
suggest changes that will improve the quality of reviewed material, keeping in mind the project's scope and purpose. All 
reconunendations of the reviewers, both editorial and substantive, shall be considered by the PM. When, in the reviewer's 
opinion, proper aligmnent with our core values requires certain changes to be implemented, the reviewer is responsible for 
making this clear to the PM. If reviewers do not feel qualified to review a portion of the material they are asked to review, 
they must notify the PM so that the needed expertise can be engaged. PM's and reviewers will make every reasonable effort 
to resolve differences in opinion regarding substantial technical content. Irreconcilable differences shall be brought to 
Contractor's Director of Technical Operations, Dr. Howard Hill, for resolution. 

Quality Control Verification 
Contractor maiotains procedures for the post submittal review of work product (i.e. Work Product Review Program and 
Reading File Program). These programs allow for 360 degree feedback about not only the teclmical quality of Contractor's 
work, but also adherence to Contractor's quality assuraoce policies. Under both programs, review information is shared with 
the PM and his/her UM. The Director of Technical Operations is also kept abreast of the statistics and findings of these two 
programs. Findings are used to advance the overall effectiveness of Contractor's quality assm·ance programs and identify 
areas for training and improvement. 

Work Product Review Program (WPRP): Consistent production of technically superior work is a monumental task, 
which, among other things, requires consistent, critical self-examination. To this end, PM's must staff projects so that all 
work product receives appropriate review before being submitted. While such pre-submittal reviews represent the primary 
form of critical technical review on Contractor's projects, they are not the only form ofreview that we employ to monitor 
and maintain the technical quality of our products. 

The WPRP is a post submittal review program that involves the peliodic random selection and critical technical review of 
closed projects. WPRP reviews are carried out by senior staff with relevant expertise and no previous involvement in the 
project. The WPRP provides feedback on Contractor's overall QMP and suggests needed improvements. 

Reading File Program (RFP): The primary purpose of the RFP is to provide a means for UM's to review recently 
completed Contractor work products. The RFP also makes it possible for all Contractor employees to access thi~ same body 
of work. Each unit is responsible for maintaining a cun·ent and complete Reading File. Documents contained in the Reading 
File must bear the signatures ofreviewers as described in the Review Procedures for Job-Related Document. To be 
considered complete, a unit's Reading File must contain copies of all outgoing project-related documents which require 
review. Examples include: 

Proposals and Reports 
Letters, memos, and e-mails that convey substantive technical opinions 
Site visit rep01ts that supplement or alter contract documents 
Contract documents ( drawiogs, specifications, addenda, etc.) 
Submitted calculation packages 
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Contractor expects State to provide access to documents related to the subject bridge that m·e pertinent to our work. Based 
on similar projects, Contractor believes that State will also want to perform the following tasks: 

Review of the inspection/repair contract. 
Review of the detailed work plans including repair methods, repair materials, MOT, schedule, and personnel. 
Review of the grout material and grouting equipment that will be used for the project. 
Review of inspection locations and grout quantities for payment. 
Review of the draft report summarizing the inspection/repair work. 

Note that these activities are not required from our perspective but are often desirable to the owner. Accordingly, Contractor 
recommends that a State representative reserve at least one week for the tasks above. In addition, if State wishes to use their 
own equipment in order to reduce ce1tain proposed expenses, Contractor will accommodate that request. 
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